Who We Are?
As Rovenma, we are an innovative technology company active in R&D,
engineering and manufacturing operations which is dedicated to sustainable
technological development with our highly experienced technical team.
Keeping in mind the importance of environment and human life, we serve
Industry 4.0 by blending our exceptional software experience with our solid
electronics design, we are highly proud to find long term solutions for real-life
problems.
As a rapidly growing technology company, our core objective is innovation
and human resource. Bound by our guiding principles we are providing
the best support imaginable to our customers.
As a long term partner for our customers, we are here to provide;
Maximum performance with minimum cost
High quality and durable materials
Innovative technology
Reliable service
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Smart Parcel Lockers
With its special features serving industry 4.0, Rovenma provides inovative
and long term solution for the last mile delivery sector. To be able to meet its
customers needs, Rovenma provides durable equipments with long lifecycles.
Addition to our hardware solutions thanks to our highly sofisticated software
team, we are able to create integrate our equipments to any possible system
currently used by our customers.
With indoor, outdoor alternatives RovLocker linked to other parcel lockers
and server via DSL, Fiber, 3G and/or wifi therefore can be operated 24/7.

Smart Parcel Lockers
Distributed 24/7 Servers
Mobile Applications
Management Software
Integration Components

Network Security Equipment
Thanks to the developments in the communication industry, data becomes more
easily accessible every day. As a direct result of these developments, more
and more data are generated and transferred between locations. This intense
traffic causes integrity, accuracy and confidentiality problems of the exchanged
data. Using cryptology is an efficient solution to overcome these problems.
Kindi, Rovenma's network security product group, has been named after
the scientist “El-Kindi” who has invented the frequency analysis method in
cryptology and solved many cryptographic messages with the help of this
method.

KINDI Ethernet Crypto Devices

Through our extended network security solutions, we are able to provide security
for various types of networks wich needs up to 40Gbps performance.

KINDI Line Crypto
KINDI Ethernet Crypto
KINDI IP Crypto
KINDI Data Diode

All of the solutions provided under the Kindi umbrella are hardware based,
high performance and low latency solutions. Unlike software-based solutions,
there are no performance loss.

Refrigerated Locker

In today’s technology, by using
e-commerce web sites, it gets
easier to reach every product.
Not only temperature-sensitive
frozen foods but also medical,
chemical and cosmetic products
are transmitted to the user via
e-commerce websites.
Markomat controls the heat
of products which needs
either hot or cold service.
Thanks to Markomat,
users can easily receive
their products fast and fresh.

RovSat
Technical Content
In the current situation of technology, communication technologies cut across
all boundaries. It is desirable to conduct uninterrupted communication with the
highest speeds on land, sea, air and space.
To meet these needs, domestic and national high frequency wireless
communication system RovSAT, which is developed by Rovenma, has
several usage areas.

Areas of Usage
Military mobile (land/sea/air) communication
Point-to-point large data transfer and back-up
Closed loop corporate/military communication
Personal and corporate Internet
Internet access back-up

Uninterrupted, High Speed,
All Over Communication

RovSat

Main Systems
The Smart Ammunition Locker, which we develop all of the components,
is a whole of systems that enables authorized person to pick up or drop
weapon and ammunition safely according to their level of authority.

User-Friendly

ID Reader / Fingerprint / Face recognition

Pick up and drop weapon/ammunition
according to user authority level

All operations can be followed
remotely with management portal.

